
Surface elevations, gravity values, and bedrock elevations, all
relative to station 105. Distance between stations is 1.5 to 2.5
kilometers. Superscripts denote stations on the bare icefields.

Relative surface	Relative gravity	Relative bedrock
Station	elevation (meters)	(milligals)	elevation (meters)

105	 Oa
100	- 12	+ 1.20	+ 17
150	- 11	- 4.0	- 56
151	- 43	-18.2	-255
152	- 38	-22.1	 - 31

153	- 28	-25.9	-363
154	- 23	-26.5	-372
155	- 22	-17.4	-244
156	- 24	-16.0	-224
157	- 35	-22.8	-320
158	- 28	-20.6	-290
159	- 21	+ 0.9	+ 13
160	- 13	+23.5	+330
161	- 15	+31.1	 +436
162	- 47	+45.2k'	+ 634b

163	- 56	+43.3 b	+607 b
165	- 66 +31.4 +440
166	- 68	- 2.1	- 30
167	- 69	- 9.2	-130
168	- 68	-11.7	-164

(not shown in table) that define an elevation drop of 33 meters
in 13 kilometers-i.e., about the same average rate of decline
from south to north as from west to east. Certainly many more
quantitative measurements will be necessary to resolve this
issue, but there are nonquantitative slope estimates suggesting
a strong northward component for the ice flow west of the
Main Icefield (Faure and Schutt personal communications). If
so, the partial bedrock barriers beneath the western icefields
lie across the ice movement direction and are truly separate
barriers with ice flowing unimpeded between them. Each ice-
field is a separate meteorite stranding surface and we would
now expect to find only a few rare meteorites, as direct falls,
in and on the firn between the blue icefields west of Allan
Hills.

I thank the other members of the antarctic search for me-
teorites team-Bill Cassidy, A.C. Hitch, John Schutt, Ludoif
Schultz, Paul Pellas, Paul Sipiera, and Kuni Nishizumi-for
their support and assistance in the field. This work was sup-
ported by National Science Foundation grant DPP 83-14496 to
William A. Cassidy.
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Radio-echo sounding survey
across the Allan Hills

Icefield
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In the past, more than a thousand meteorites had been found
on blue icefields in the Allan Hills area by several U.S. and
joint U.S.-Japanese field parties, and various models for the

cause of the locally high meteorite concentrations on blue ice
(see e.g., Whillans and Cassidy 1983; Cassidy 1983) had been
advanced.

We have carried out a comprehensive study of the subice
topography of the Allan Hills Icefield and the adjacent Near
Western Icefield* with a radio-echo sounder (developed by the
Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe). The pri-
mary objective of this study was to understand the glaciology
of the area and how it relates to the meteorite fields.

The radio-echo sounder recording instrument was mounted
on the back of a Skidoo, the transmitter and receiver antennas
on sledges. Signals were transmitted (peak transmitter power
was 150 watts) with frequencies ranging from 20 to 80 mega-
hertz depending on the ice thickness encountered. The sound-
ing profiles were tied to the existing triangulation grid across

* The designations "Far Western Icefield," "Mid Western Icefield,"
"Near Western Icefield," and "Main Icefield" are not official names,
but the features are distinct geographic units.
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the Allan Hills Icefield (Nishio and Annexstad 1980; Schultz
and Annexstad 1984) or to prominent surface features visible
on aerial photographs. Distances were measured by the odom-
eter of one Skidoo, calibrated over a measured distance of 1
mile. Repeated barometric height measurements across the
icefields, again tied to the known relative heights of the 20
available triangulation points, were taken. An ice surface el-
evation map for the whole area was drawn (not shown here).

In our maps, we have taken as plane of reference for all
elevation data the height of the camp site (near the western
foot of the Allan Hills), which was located at an elevation of
1,960 meters above sea level (taken from the 1:250,000 map
sheet, Convoy Range, U.S. Geological Survey 1962).

The figure shows a generalized map of depth to bedrock
(below camp level) under the icefields for the whole area under
investigation. A much more detailed map of the Allan Hills
Icefield will be published elsewhere. Our measurements have
uncovered the following five main features:
• A deep, northward-oriented glacial valley (upper right cor-

ner of the figure) separates the Allan Hills Icefield from the
Allan Hills.

• The Allan Hills Icefield covers a slightly westward-dipping

mesa. Four valleys, buried by ice, pointing toward south-
southwest, west-southwest, west-northwest, and north have
been cut deeply into the mesa.

• A more than 1,200-meter deep depression (graben?) sepa-
rates the Allan Hills Icefield and the Near Western Icefield.
An ice stream flows through the depression from south to
north. Part of the ice apparently flows through two south-
westward-oriented valleys onto the Allan Hills mesa, thereby
feeding the Allan Hills Icefield (see the figure).

• The most prominent feature of the Near Western Icefield is
a more than 400-meter steep rock cliff, over which ice flows
from the southeast, thereby forming an impressive blue-ice
ridge. The main meteorite field of the Near Western Icefield
is located to the north of the ridge on top of a roughly 100-
meter thick sheet of blue ice resting on a mesa.

• Somewhat surprising was the rather shallow ice thickness
between the Near Western Icefield and the Mid Western
Icefield. The Mid Western Icefield covers a hill with higher
elevation than the Allan Hills.
The current tectonic and ice-dynamical situation in the area

has evolved, in our opinion, through the following stages:
• Extensional tectonics in Tertiary times had created a block-
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Depth of bedrock under the Allan Hills Icefield (upper right), Near Western Icefield (center), and Mid Western Icefield (lower left). Height of
reference is 1,960 meters above sea level. Please note the more than 1,200-meter thick ice stream separating the Allan Hills Icefield and
Near Western Icefield. Meteorite concentrations occur on blue ice above the eastern flank of the mesa under the Allan Hills Icefield and
on blue ice above the mesa under the Near Western Icefield. (m denotes meter.)
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faulted terrain characterized by mesas and graben struc-
tures.

• During the onset of glaciation of Antarctica, numerous gla-
cial valleys were formed cutting back into the rims of the
mesas.

• Subsequently, massive glaciation of Antarctica took its course.
The Allan Hills site became deeply buried under ice.

• When the polar ice cap had reached its maximum thickness,
gradual thinning of the ice sheet on the western flank of the
Transantarctic Mountains due to the ongoing uplift started.
Blue icefields and, concurrent, meteorite traps were formed.
Along with the radio-echo sounding survey, an existing

triangulation network (see above) was remeasured by Schultz
and Annexstad. The ice was shown to move across the Allan
Hills Icefield in a northeast-direction with velocities of 23-30
centimeters per year. Velocities decrease to few centimeters
per year on the northeastern border of the Allan Hills Icefield.
The average ablation rate on the Allan Hills Icefield is about
5 centimeters per year. These data together with the result of
the radio-echo sounding survey indicate that (if current con-
ditions persist) all the ice entering the Allan Hills Icefield today
will be ablated, and all the meteorites it contains will eventually
be exposed. It appears that more ice is currently ablated than
is supplied, meaning that the Allan Hills Icefield is probably
in a state of thermal decay at this time.

During the course of these investigations, 198 meteorites
were found. They are kept and investigated by the Max-Planck-
Institut für Chemie, Mainz, Federal Republic of Germany.

This work was financially supported by Bundesanstalt für
Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe and the Max-Planck-Institut
für Chemie. Logistical support was granted by the National
Science Foundation on the basis of a U.S.-German exchange
of scientists and logistical support. We wish to express thanks
for the friendly and generous logistical support, we encoun-
tered throughout the field season.
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Meteorite studies: Terrestrial
and extraterrestrial
applications, 1989
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Paradoxically, geochemical studies of material from one source
often give important information on processes elsewhere. Ant-
arctica illustrates this well, for it provides meteorites that not
only give information about terrestrial processes in or on the
ice sheet but also about physical and chemical conditions ex-
isting during formation and evolution of extraterrestrial bod-
ies. The window that these antarctic meteorites open on solar-
system history may well give a unique view, because the ice
sheet seems to have collected and preserved an extraterrestrial
population different from that being sampled by the rest of
the Earth today.

My research group uses radiochemical neutron activation
analysis and atomic absorption spectroscopy to determine part-
per-million to part-per-trillion levels of 12 to 15 trace elements
in each sample studied. These elements—antimony, bismuth,
cadmium, cesium, cobalt, gallium, gold, indium, rubidium,
selenium, silver, tellurium, thallium, uranium, and zinc—are
important because of their chalcophile, lithophile, and Sider-

ophile geochemistry and especially because most are labile,
i.e., highly responsive to thermal processes which usually ac-
company geochemical or cosmochemical fractionation. Hence,
in their absolute contents and relative abundance trends, these
elements can record various fractionation events, both preter-
restrial and terrestrial, during residence in and/or on the ice
sheet.

Since no other laboratory in the world can determine most
of these elements at the levels found in meteorites, my research
group often is invited to join consortia to study important
samples: four of these studies were conducted during the pe-
riod of this review. Consortia involve a number of research
groups in the world, each studying the sample by its special
techniques. The first of these, led by R. Hutchison of the British
Museum, established that an igneous inclusion in the Barwell,
L6 chondrite was originally of H4-6 composition (Hutchison
et al. 1988). Since Barwell has an age of 4.4-4.5 billion years,
igneous processes occurred on the H chondrite parent body
and mixing between the parent materials for the two most
numerous meteorite types took place during the first 0.1
billion years of solar system history.

Two other consortium studies led by Japanese colleagues
through the National Institute of Polar Research in Tokyo have
been completed during the past year. The first, led by H.
Takeda of Tokyo University, involved the fifth lunar meteorite
discovered on the ice sheet, Yamato (Y) 86032, in Queen Maud
Land. Upon investigation (Wang and Lipschutz in prepara-
tion) Y-86032 proves to have a trace-element signature very
similar to that of Y82192 and Y82193. This distinctive signature
indicates that all three meteorites were derived from the same
highlands region of the Moon in the same impact. Each of the
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